Tap into the Growing Money-Making Book Trend that Will Endure the Test of Time!
Now YOU can learn how to Design and Publish Your OWN Niche Journal easier, quicker and more beautifully than you’ve ever imagined!
Imagine this… You walk into a bookstore or specialty gift shop. Along the wall is an impressive display of journals of all types and sizes.  Journals for list making. Diet & exercise journals. Blank-page journals with cool or quirky quotes. Journals for fun. Journals for in-depth writing. Journals for hobbies. Dozens of beautiful, quirky, attractive and awesome journals!
And yet, it’s still missing…
There’s that ONE journal, that special one you’ve been searching for, that you just can’t find. The one that speaks to you, that has everything inside it that you want. And you know others want it, too.
Amidst dozens and dozens of choices, you leave empty-handed and disappointed. Don’t let your audience leave empty-handed and disappointed, too!
Journals… they’re like potato chips… or cats… You can never have just one! I know I own and use at least a dozen myself. From journals for weight loss to inspiration to blank books with lines and fun illustrations, the opportunities for tapping into this niche are endless!
Journals are a high-selling hot book style and the trend continues to grow, right now! Everything from journals for writing about your day to keeping track of life events, to managing your kids, your business and your life! But still…your’s isn’t out there yet. Is it?
And in my own personal research, I’ve discovered a NEW trend of mash-up journals becoming more popular as niches combine to create one-of-a-kind highly-desirable low-content, highly-attractive and engaging books! 
**What if you could look over the shoulder of an expert as she creates a beautiful, simple, and marketable (yes, it’ll look GORGEOUS next to all those other journals you’d LOVE to stand out next to on that shelf!) journal ?
**What if she walked you through step-by-step beginning with idea all the way through EACH stage of creation in just 2 days?
How much would you invest in a step-by-step design, layout, publishing and marketing course for this exploding book publishing niche? (You’ll be surprised at the answer!)
See, what I want to do is to show YOU exactly how to design and publish these amazing books yourself… I don’t want to just throw a bunch of facts together or share some good theories!
In fact, my expert personally created AND published one of these books from scratch in just TWO DAYS right in front of your eyes via the recordings! You get the benefit of all her training, experience, research and know-how. Skip to the head of the class and be prepared to create your own beautiful journal by the end of this 2-day training experience!
Introducing… 
Journal Design Basics
This “Journal Design Basics” class is an in-depth video training course that was originally taught as a live Virtual 2-Day Workshop. You can devour this training on your own terms, in your own time. In it you’ll discover:
STYLES: Over a DOZEN journal styles and how to “mash” them up with other niches to create the PERFECT one-of-a-kind product your audience will LOVE. (Your best ideas expanded and skyrocketed to awesome!)
NICHES: Identify the perfect niche and theme to create journals for. (Profitable, attractive & scalable!)
JOURNAL COVER DESIGN 101: Step-by-Step Demos of how to create a high quality journal cover. (Including Photoshop AND Adobe InDesign tutorials!)
INTERIOR BOOK DESIGN 101: Step-by-Step Demos of how to lay out the interior of your book (and EASILY create those pesky lined pages) in 3 different design programs for both Mac AND PC: Canva, PowerPoint and Adobe InDesign.
BACK COVER DESIGN 101: What goes where, what to do about ISBNs, and MORE. (All the details, super-simplified!)
SELLING YOUR JOURNAL: How to price your journal to SELL (and still make money).
BACK COVER COPY 101: How to write the back cover sales copy for your journal so it’ll fly off the shelves (the most important sales copy you will EVER need).
PUBLISHING ESSENTIALS: CreateSpace, IngramSpark, pros/cons, which to use, when to use them, and step-by-step how to upload your book. NOTE: CreateSpace has now been combined with KDP Print, and the process is still pretty much identical.
STEP-BY-STEP DEMO: exactly how to pre-sell your journal to your friends, followers and fans. (Oh yes!)
OUT-OF-THE-BOX MARKETING STRATEGIES that are guaranteed to get your journal noticed and sold!
And probably most spectacular of all…
Look over my expert’s shoulder as she personally designed and published TWO journals during these 2 days… right in front of your eyes! Every step. In. Real. Time!
I’m not going to hold even one secret back from you. You’ll see it all as it happens!
The Special investment for all 5 sessions packed with instruction is only $147!
(That is a savings of $150 off the regular price!)
Register Now and Receive:
LIFETIME access to ALL the recordings (video/audio)… forever!
Enhanced Summary Transcripts of EVERY Session.
Just $147!
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